For those not familiar with Bracket (Handicap) racing:
What is Bracket racing?
Bracket racing is a form of drag racing that allows for a handicap between predicted
elapsed time of the two cars over a standard distance, typically within the three standard
distances (1/8 mile, 1,000 foot, or 1/4 mile) of drag racing.
What is the goal of Bracket racing?
The effect of the bracket racing rules is to place a premium on consistency of
performance of the driver and car rather than on raw speed, which in turn makes victory
much less dependent on large infusions of money, and more dependent on mechanical
and driving skill, such as, reaction times, shifting abilities, and ability to control the car.
Therefore, bracket racing (using the aforementioned handicapping system) is popular
with casual weekend racers. Some will even drive their vehicles to the track, race them,
and then simply drive them home.
This format allows for a wide variety of cars racing against each other. While traditional
drag racing separates cars into a wide variety of classes based on power and weight,
bracket racing classes can be simpler, and can accommodate any vehicle with basic
technical/safety inspection. Race events organized in this way are sometimes called "runwhat-ya-brung"
What does Dial-In mean?
Each car chooses a dial-in time before the race, predicting the elapsed time the driver
estimates it will take his or her car to cross the finish line. This is usually displayed on
one or more windows so the starter can adjust the "christmas tree" starting lights
accordingly. The slower car in the race is given the green light before the faster car by a
margin of the difference between their two dial-in times.
In principle, if both drivers have equal reaction times and their cars run exactly their
posted dial-ins, both cars should cross the finish line at precisely the same time. In reality,
this is an extremely rare occurrence. Measuring devices both at the start and at the end of
the track post times down to 1/100000 of a second (0.00001s precision), which makes
tied races almost impossible.
Some forms of bracket racing (NHRA Competition Eliminator, NHRA Stock groups)
have cars classified by type, and the dial-in time is based on the type of car that is
entered.

